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Two August Reproduction Samplers of the Month . . . and the Supplies for Another
From left to right, "Betsy Davis 1797" . . . "Betsy Manchester 1793" . . . and supplies for the "American Sampler"

Please refer to earlier August eNewsletters for the details about these exquisite samplers. Here are your
August 15% savings as our Samplers of the Month:
Betsy Davis chart ($17) + hand-dyed linen ($14 for 36c w/2-inch margins) AND/OR silk threads (AVAS - $48.75; Belle Soie $78). Stitches include cross, cross over one, freehand satin and stem, and queen. Recommended for more advanced
needleworkers, per the chart.
Betsy Manchester chart ($18) + hand-dyed linen ($12 for 36c w/2-inch margins) AND/OR silk threads (AVAS - $63.75; Belle
Soie - $97.50). Stitches include queen, tent, cross, cross over one, and freehand satin and stem. Per the chart, recommended
for more advanced needleworkers.
If you have the "American Sampler" chart and would like to order the supplies and begin, you may save 15% on these supplies
during August.: AVAS silks ($123.75) ~ hand-dyed 36c linen with 2-inch margins ($16 *****Please NOTE: This is a correction
from an earlier newsletter.)

Exciting News about the "American Sampler"

All of us are very grateful to Ruth Ann, a designer and reader of this newsletter, who says she loves a good mystery! Even though she
owns the March 1993 issue of the Treasures in Needlework magazine in which this gorgeous Sandy Orton design was published, she
decided to try to track down the copyright holder. Well, she did, and she put me in contact with them ~ AND in the Spring of 2010 the
Cross Stitch & Needlework magazine will republish this amazing sampler. So . . . we've already ordered multiple copies of the magazine
and will be happy to add your name to the growing reservations list. It seemed like a long time into the future, but when I think about
how fast this year has passed, it will be here in no time!

A Bit More about Rhode Island Samplers

The beautiful sampler on the left was stitched in 1792 by Rebekah Nicks, who was born April 24, 1780, and she tells us as part of her
needlework that it was "Wrought at Warren (Rhode Island) October the 22 AD1792." The sampler measures 16.5 x 12 inches and sold
at auction several years ago for $123,500. I include it here to point out the similarity between the two samplers in the house, its brick
steps and fence.
Over the course of several e-mail conversations with Marsha Parker of The Scarlet Letter, I learned about the "Sally Hunt Sampler," a
Warren, Rhode Island sampler from the collection of The Scarlet Letter. Here's what Marsha tells us about this sampler as part of the
chart materials:
Most people associate the main samplermaking centers of Rhode Island with Newport, Providence, and Bristol, but a lesser known
offshoot of those schools coexisted in Warren. Warren samplers, while usually not as elaborate as the Balch School works, are
nonetheless very similar, and much more rare. The same elegant house on a stepped hill with a widow's walk and flanked by
fences, the same symmetry, similar inscriptions (particularly "Let Virtue be a Guide Too [sic] Thee"), solidly filled-in background
areas, are characteristics shared by the Warren School with its more famous cousins. Genealogical research has led us to
discover the birth of Sally Hunt in 1782, in Little Compton, RI, very close to Warren. The sampler is worked in cross, tent, stem
and counted satin stitches. The hand-dyed linen has been matched to the original ground, and the reproduction is within a half
inch of the same size of the original sampler (on 25-count, the sampler measures 11 x 6.25).
We have the "Sally Hunt Sampler" reproduction chart ($7) available, and we would be pleased to include a linen, count of your choice,
with the silks of your choice, A Ver A'Soie's Soie d'Alger, Needlepoint, Inc. silks or Crescent Colours' Belle Soie. We haven't as yet
done any conversions, so I don't have that price, but there are 12 colors listed
So many lovely samplers to stitch, I'm running out of time! Below on the left is yet another beautiful sampler in the Balch style,
designed by Donna Vermillion Giampa, the same very talented designer who gave us another of our very favorite samplers.

If you're looking for an easier-to-stitch Balch-style sampler, "The Wisdom Sampler" ($8), done entirely in cross stitch, is an exquisite
combination of the design elements that make the Balch samplers so appealing. You will recognize on the right, I'm sure, (because we've
shown you this several times these past few months because we all love it so), another of the fabulous samplers designed by Donna
Vermillion Giampa in 1987 and published by Canterbury Designs, the beautiful "Plantation Sampler" ($8) ~ pictured above is Tanya's
gorgeous version stitched in NPI silks on 45c Vintage Maritime White.

August at The Attic

Tomorrow, August 22 (in addition to being my parents' wedding day 66 years ago), we hope that you will be with us for this
fun class:

10 - 12:30 PM.

Christy's Ornament Club for August features an adorable Prairie Schooler

taken from the 2008 JCS Ornament issue, "Snowy Night" from Prairie Schooler ~ or you
may choose to stitch one of the newest Prairie Schooler ornament designs just released. The great
thing about this finish: you may choose to do no hand-sewing if you wish! In addition to Christy's
excellent hands-on instruction, finishing materials are included in the class fee of $30. Please call to
orna ment

register.
And you still have another week to stitch one of these in time for next Saturday's class:

2:00 - 4:00 PM. Thread Keep Finish.
Many of you have asked about the finishing for these adorable designs from Blackbird ~ so we've
scheduled a finishing class, including mounting your piece, backing it with decorative paper (we will
have some selections, but if you wish, you may bring your own), punching the hole, attaching the
eyelet/grommet with our grommet tool (we will furnish a variety of colored grommets), and adding
the dyed chenille trim. We will also have a variety of colored thread rings from which to choose the
perfect one for your piece. Your $30 fee includes all of the materials. Please call to register.

July Sampler of the Month Savings Extended through 8/31 on these Hand-Grained
Frames:

If you purchased Needlemade Designs' "A Best Christmas Blessing" as July's Sampler of the Month, you may now purchase one of
these gorgeous hand-grained frames from Priscilla's Pocket. The wider one shown on my model is $80.75 with the discount applied,
and the narrower version is $71.40. When ordering, please tell us what count linen you're stitching on and which frame width you'd like.

New in The Attic

I am so very fortunate, not only with the opportunity to work each day with beautiful linens and silks and designs, but I am surrounded
by a number of very talented people, as you see above in Needlemade designs, Priscilla's Pocket frames ~ AS WELL AS amazing things
from Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett, also known as NeedleWork Press (the capital letters in her business name also represent the men in her
life, Niles and her two boys, Willie and Patrick, who are all supportive of her design efforts). These adorable spiral-bound journals, with
red or green trim on the bind, measure approximately 5 1/4 x 3 1/4 and are filled with approximately 50 lined pages. The cover designs,
images taken from Vickie's vast collection of antique samplers and ephemera, make choosing very difficult, so please let us make the
choice for you. Simply let us know how many you'd like ($4 each).

FedEx Can't Deliver This Fast Enough

I know, I know, you've seen it out there on the Web 'cause some folks live closer to the shipping point than the rest of us. We're way
out here in Pony Express territory (at least sometimes it still feels that way), but I've gotten the FedEx shipping notice that says they
will delivery these on Tuesday or sooner. Let's hope for Monday! Blackbird Designs' "Tis Hallowe'en" ($24) is one of the most
anticipated publications to come along in a while ~ the feverish pitch is probably only bested by each year's JCS Ornament Issue . It's
so much fun to be a part of this much excitement! We're also getting fabrics and the hand-dyed floss called for ~ and some of us will
be using higher-count linens and Belle Soie , so we'll show you some of those options next week once we have the book in hand.

Scissors ... and More Scissors

Pictured on the left, two exquisite instruments, aka WASA scissors, from the Solingen region of Germany, known for its cutlery as well
as fabulous scissors, a lovely combination of silver and gold, embossed, a wonderful "hand," both approximately 3.5 inches, each $53.
And on the right, more scissors (we can never have enough) ~ these are from Uncommon Scissors and are more JFF (just for fun) ~ they
are also about 3.5 inches, have nice, sharp points, and are very utilitarian and very fun. Each is $24, and from left to right they are the
Lighthouse Scissors, the Pansy Scissors, Mermaid Rose Scissors, and the Grapce Scissors.

Something To Keep Your Scissors at Hand

Baaaaabs the Scissor Holder

~ This adorable ewe will put a smile on your face as she keeps a watchful eye on your scissors!
Attach your scissors to the cotton cord (with a Velcro closure), perch her wherever you're working, and she'll make sure your scissors
don't run off as you work on your projects. Filled with recycled plastic pellets for stability. Available in natural. A cousin to the cute
sheep tape measure! Scissors not included. 5"h x 3"w
27.5" cord length ($18 each). The sheep tape measure is $10, also available sometimes in black ('cause there's only one black sheep to
each dozen we order!).
Or choose a lovely hand-crocheted flower tape measure, available in three sunny primary colors as shown, yellow, red, or blue, each $10.
5-foot length.

And still on back order, these adorable hand-crocheted tape measures, the Turtle and the Chicken and Egg (which came first?), each
$10.

You may be interested to know that all of the handcrafted items shown above, Baaabs and the various tape measures, are produced in
Vietnam by an education and income-generation project, by family-owned enterprises that revive the cultural handicrafts of their
country.

From Silver Creek Samplers . . .

. . . whose design name is easy for me to remember because as a child in that small Wisconsin town we ice-skated on Silver Creek (which
was always pronounced "krik" there) and it was such fun because when it was cold enough for all of it to be frozen over, we would go all
the way from the clubhouse at Riverview Park on the Rock River to Silver Creek and back. (Oh, dear, that's the sign of an old person,
always wallowing in the past. )
Back to these charming designs from a new designer to us: From left to right, "Curleylocks" ~ "Peaceful Sleep" ~ "Sweet Friendship" ~
each $10.

From By the Bay, "The Tidal River #1" ($12), and there will be two more, which can be stitched singly (136 x 136) or together
(408 x 136). It will be fun to see the next two! And from The Silver Lining, "Monet's Palette" ($12) ~ designer Marc
Saastad tells us on the chart that he found the inspiration for this at Monet's Gardens in France. He says, "It was calling to me, large,
white but picking up all the pastel colors around it as if it had an internal light source! It is a Tree Peony. It can be used for a 60th
Anniversary." The chart also says, "Lovingly stitched by Karen Bryan" ~ we miss you, Karen, and your beautiful needlework! Best wishes
in your new life in Little Rock and on the music faculty at the University of Arkansas.

It's definitely Halloween stitchin' time at The Attic.

Here's more evidence of that: "Halloween Festivites

Tree" ($6.50) from Marilyn and Jackie's Collectibles ~ and from Val's Stitchin' Stuff, you get two designs in "Autumn Days" ($7).

And that means Christmas is also right around the corner!

Below are two very charming seasonal

designs from Brenda Gervais, aka With Thy Needle & Thread and Country Stitches .

"North Woods St. Nick" ($9) includes patterns and instructions for the St. Nick as well as his pocket ~ and "Sugar & Spice" ($9) is
shown stitched over 2 on 35c WDW Havana ~ I think my favorte color of Lakeside's, Vintage Autumn Gold, would be equally lovely! And
only 3 colors. I love this one!
There's much more to show you, as always, but it will wait till next time. Here are some photos from the fun activities last week at The
Attic, much of it revolving around food.
Thank you, Tedra, for sharing your photos from Thursday night's very delicious surprise potluck!

Serving lots of water ............. with dear Betsy .................

My fun-lovin' John with fun-lovin' Carol ................ and beautiful Debi and sweet Sheri ....

And smilin' Sheila and Carol and Carol and Jean ..... and Betsy's daughter Karen with Michael and Cecelia ...

And not-so-angelic Angelica and dear Rhonda and our "in-house Martha," Linda .... and Karen and Betsy and dear Helen ....

And dear Sharon .............. and kind and loving June with Angelica.

And on Saturday the fun and festivites continued . . .

. . . with the all-day stitch-in, with a small part of the group: Linda and Amy and Arly and Lynne and Karen ... and on the other side of
the room several of us created our own "Sewphia" under Sharon's expert guidance

................. and on Tuesday we had a very special treat because we got to meet in person, as opposed to e-mail, Theresa, who spent the day
with us. It was an "awe-some" day, Theresa, to visit with you ~ and what a pleasure to finally meet you!

I have more photos from last weekend that will have to be another time, photos of some incredible works in progress.
But I will close with two views of Loretta's completed "Sewphia"! She is absolutely wonderful, and embellished with some personal
treasures: The wooden spool and the chenille "necklace" that Sewphia is wearing are from Loretta's mother's sewing box!

Thank you, all of you, for your friendship with all of us here at The Attic . It's always fun to meet many of you who we have come to
know through e-mails and phone calls. Please note that our Third Sampler Symposium scheduled for this November is full, and we are
taking waiting-list names only at this point until we have cancellations. Thank you for the overwhelming response! And the good news:
the hotel rate has been reduced a bit more to $75/single-double occupancy! We are very excited about the projects and the program
and look forward to showing you some wonderful Southwestern hospitality! If you are on our reservations list and have not yet
confirmed with a deposit that you will be joining us, please take care of it at your earliest convenience.
Happy stitching as we all endure the last of the dog days of August. Today it is predicted to stay below 100! That's a sure sign that
football season is just around the corner. And we can enjoy the childlike, enthusiastic play of No. 4 for another year! Life is good!

Jean Lea
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